
Attention Dr. Aust:  Many Dentists in Columbus are struggling right now to bring in new patients.  
The good news is, you don’t have to be one of them...

 

“How To Get 10 New Patients With Insurance 
To Walk Into Your Office This Week...”

 

Local Columbus Internet Marketing Expert Wants To Send You 
10 New High-Paying Patients Absolutely FREE...

 
Dear Dr. Aust, 
 
At the top of this letter I have attached a brand new $1 bill.
 
I did this for two reasons...
 
1.  The first reason is that I know you’re probably very busy, so I wanted to make sure I 
got your attention.
 
2.  And the second reason, is I have a very important story to tell you about bringing in 
new patients in Columbus that could make you a lot of money...
 
If you’re like most Dentists, I’m sure you’d rather just focus on being a Dentist and not 
have to worry about things like marketing and bringing in new patients.
 
But the reality of running a small business, is that new patients and marketing are the 
lifeblood of your business.  
 
You can mess up a lot of things in your business and do well, but if you don’t have new 
patients coming in then you’re going to be out of business pretty quickly. 
 
And getting new patients has been harder than ever for those Dentists that rely on out-
dated advertising methods that don’t work in 2012.
 
If you’re struggling to consistently bring in new patients, I know exactly what you’re 
going through...
 
As a local Columbus resident (I live down in German Village), I struggled for two years 
to build my Internet Marketing business.  
 



But after a tough start with my business, I’ve learned a few “secrets” about online 
marketing that have allowed me to go from barely able to pay my rent to making over 
$1.5 million dollars in sales in just 2 years...
 
I was even personally invited to Facebook two years ago along with 33 other top Internet 
marketers to see their advertising system and learn better ways to make money through 
Facebook.
 

So Why Am I Writing You This Letter?
 
While I love what I do selling our own products, I’m now looking to apply everything I 
know about marketing with a local Columbus dentist so that I can help send them floods 
of patients every single week.
 
I’m sure you get bombarded with “internet marketing” messages from all types of Yellow 
Pages advertisers, social media companies and Groupon advertisers.
 
That stuff is all well and good - but I’m not interested in just getting your name out 
there, I’m interested in sending you high paying patients that will make you a lot of 
money for many, many years.
 
You see, unlike most of the other companies that I’m sure are trying to contact you, I’m 
actually a small business owner myself - and I know the number one thing every small 
business owner wants to see is RESULTS.
 
While having a bunch of Twitter followers or a fancy Yellow Pages video might look 
good, it surely doesn’t send you floods and floods of new customers each and every 
week.
 
Well, that’s what I do...
 
I previously worked with a dentist in Columbus about 3 years ago and was able to 
send him 10 new patients with insurance in just 2 days for a free teeth whitening lead 
generation offer we did...
 
But since that time, I’ve been more focused on building up my own online fitness 
business.  So working with local clients hasn’t been a priority until now.
 

Big Opportunity For 1 Dentist in Columbus 
 



I see a HUGE opportunity to work with a dentist in Columbus and help them double or 
even triple their business.  
 
I don’t know what your current customer base is like, but if I was to send you 10 new 
patients every week for the rest of the year what would that do to your business?
 
If you’re just starting out, or you’re not serious about growing your business then no 
offense, but I probably won’t want to work with you.
 
Also if you’re just passing leads on to your secretary who has no sales experience at all, 
then I don’t think we would be a good fit either.
 
I’m looking for a motivated dentist who is at least doing hundred thousand dollars a 
year in profit, yet wants to take that business to the multi-million dollar mark.
 
Eventually I would like to run all of your marketing for you, and help you generate new 
patients each and every week, but to start out let me just show you want I can do for you, 
for FREE.
 
Like I said, I care about RESULTS more than anything else.  And if you’re the type of 
Dentist who’d like to have new patients coming into your office every week without 
having to lift a finger then I think we would be a good fit.  
 
I know most Dentists, probably like yourself would rather just focus on being a Dentist 
and helping people instead of worrying about all of the marketing and business stuff.
 
That’s what I want to do for you.  I want to take your business from where it is now, 
and at least double or triple it before the end of the year without you having to WORRY 
about any of the marketing.
 

My FREE Offer To 1 Dentist In Columbus
 
But like I said, before I tell you anymore, let me SHOW you what I can do for you.  It’s a 
NO-RISK offer for you, and it’s absolutely FREE.  I will pay my own money to generate 
the new customers...
 
If you’re a Dentist who has a salesperson, and a business that’s already doing well - then 
I would love to talk with you on the phone (or in person) to see if we’re a good fit.
 



I live down in German Village, so I can meet you locally at Starbucks or if you’d rather 
speak on the phone I can do that as well.
 
As a fair warning, I should let you know I sent this letter out to every single Dentist in 
the Columbus area.  Each letter went out at the exact same time and on the same day, 
so everyone has an equal chance to work with me.  So the race is on, and it’s first come, 
first serve...
 
Whoever contacts me first (and meets my criteria above), will have the first shot at 
working with me.  
 
You might not be that gung-ho on working with me at this moment, but what’s it going 
to feel like when your top competitor works with me and his business doubles or even 
triples in the next year?
 
You can call me anytime during the day directly on my cell phone at 419-656-5063.  Or 
feel free to email me justingoff@gmail.com if you can’t get a hold of me.
 
I look forward to talking with you...
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Justin Goff
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